Introduction
Consider a spectral decomposition U (t) = R e itτ E(dτ ) of a one-parameter unitary group U (t) on a Hilbert space H, where E(·) is a projection-valued measure on R. In quantum mechanics, the dynamical behavior of a physical system is described by the associated automorphic action of R on the algebra L(H) of bounded linear operators. The related transition probabilities are associated to (ξ|U (t)T U (t) * η) = (U (t) * ξ|T U (t) * η) (ξ, η ∈ H, T ∈ L(H)), which takes the form ( R e −itτ E(dτ )ξ|T R e
−itτ
′ E(dτ ′ )η)
in terms of the spectral measure. At first glance, it seems quite natural to rewrite this to the product measure form like R×R e it(τ −τ ′ ) (E(dτ )ξ|T E(dτ ′ )η), which means that we expect a complex-valued measure (E(dτ )ξ|T E(dτ ′ )η) to be well-defined on R 2 . This anticipation is reasonably generalized to the following question: Let T ∈ L(H) and ξ(·), η(·) be H-valued measures on a σ-algebra B in a set S. It is immediate to check that the map B × B ∋ A × B → (ξ(A)|T η(B)) is extended to a finitely additive function µ on the Boolean algebra B ⊗ B generated by B × B. Is it then possible to extend µ to a complex measure on the σ-algebra generated by B× B? When T is a finite rank operator, µ certainly admits such an extension as a linear combination of product measures and with a litte more effort we can show that the question is answered affirmatively for a trace class operator. The general answer, however, turns out to be negative: A bounded linear operator T has the measure extension property if and only if T is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class ([Swartz1976, Theorem 8] 1 ). Our main purpose here is to collect relevant results together and combine them to give a self-contained proof of it.
Notation: For a Banach space V , its unit ball is denoted by V 1 and its dual space by V * . Given a set T , ℓ ∞ (T ) denotes the Banach space of bounded complexvalued functions on T with the sup-norm, which is the dual Banach space of ℓ 1 (T ) of summable functions. We then have a canonical isometric embedding V → ℓ ∞ (V
Vector Valued Measures
We shall mainly deal with Banach spaces as vector spaces and nominate [DiestelUhl] as a basic reference. See also [Ricker, Chap.1] for a friendly survey on the subject. In a (Hausdorff) topological vector space V , a family of vectors {v i } i∈I is said to be summable if we can find a vector v ∈ V fulfilling the following condition: Given any neighbourhood N of v, we can find a finite subset F ⊂ I so that j∈F ∪F ′ v j ∈ N for any finite subset F ′ ⊂ I \ F . The vector v is unique if it exists and denoted as v = i∈I v i .
When V is a Fréchet space, the condition is equivalent to the following: Given any neighborhood N of 0, we can find a finite subset F of I so that j∈F ′ v j ∈ N for any finite subset F ′ ⊂ I \ F . When I is countable, any counting labeling {i n ; n ≥ 1} gives
Conversely, in a Banach space V , if any counting labeling satisfies the above convergence relation, then {v i } is summable and v = i∈I v i . In fact, if not,
and we can find a partition F n of I by finite subsets satisfying j∈Fn v j ≥ ǫ. Let {i k } be a counting labeling adapted to the increasing sequence
When V is finite-dimensional with · any compatible norm, the summability of {v i } i∈I is equivalent to i∈I v i < ∞, the so-called absolute convergence. In fact, for a basis {v Example 1.1. Let {δ n } n≥1 be an ONB in a separable Hilbert space H. Then, for ξ ∈ H, {(δ n |ξ)δ n } n≥1 is summable and ξ = n≥1 (δ n |ξ)δ n , whereas its absolute convergence is equivalent to the stronger condition n≥1 |(δ n |ξ)| < ∞.
Let V be a Banach space and B be a Boolean algebra in a set S. A V -valued semi-measure is an additive map φ : B → V . We say that φ is countably
By the correspondance between B m = n≥m A n = A \ ( 1≤n<m A n ) and A n = B n \ B n+1 , countable additivity is equivalent to the condition: If B n ↓ ∅ in B, then lim n→∞ φ(B n ) = 0.
A semi-measure φ : B → V is called a measure if B is a σ-algebra and φ is countably additive.
Clearly countable additivity implies lim n→∞ φ(A n ) = 0. We say that a semi-measure φ is squeezing 2 if lim n→∞ φ(A n ) = 0 for any disjoint sequence {A n } n≥1 in B (∪ n A n ∈ B being not assumed). Remark that a squeezing semimeasure φ is continuous, i.e., A n ↓ ∅ in B implies lim n φ(A n ) = 0, and, if B is a σ-algebra, a continuous semi-measure is squeezing. This squeezing property together with finite additivity of φ in turn assures the summability of {φ(A n )}. In fact, non-summability
allows us to find a subsequence 1 = l 1 < l 2 < · · · satisfying lj ≤k<lj+1 φ(A k ) ≥ ǫ and we get a non-squeezing series ∞ j=1 φ(B j ), where B j = ∪ lj ≤k<lj+1 A k gives a disjoint sequence in B. Notice that φ(B j ) = lj ≤k<lj+1 φ(A k ) by finite additivity of φ. Example 1.2. Let B be the power set of N. Then an additive map φ : B → V gives rise to a sequence {v n = φ({n})} and the squeezing property of φ implies the Cauchy condition that, given ǫ > 0, there exists an N ≥ 1 satisfying j∈F v j ≤ ǫ for any finite subset F of {N + 1, N + 2, · · · }. Conversely given a sequence {v n } satisfying the Cauchy condition, {v n } n∈A is summable for any subset A ⊂ N and a countably additive map φ : B → V is defined by
Example 1.3. Let B be the Boolean algebra generated by finite subsets of N: A ∈ B if and only if either A or N \ A is finite. A semi-measure φ : B → Z is then defined by
Example 1.4. Let (S, B, µ) be a probability space. Then B ∋ A → 1 A ∈ L p (S, µ) defines a measure for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and a semi-measure for p = ∞.
Let T : V → W be a bounded linear operator between Banach spaces. Given a semi-measure (resp. measure) φ : B → V , the composite map T φ : B → W is a semi-measure (resp. measure). As a special case of this, we have a semimeasure (resp. measure) φ : B → ℓ ∞ (V * 1 ) as a composition of φ with the canonical embedding V → ℓ ∞ (V * 1 ).
The value |λ|(S) is called the total variation of λ and denoted by λ . A semimeasure φ is said to be of bounded variation when λ < ∞.
The following are standard facts on complex (semi-)measures. (ii) The variation of a complex measure λ is countably additive and satisfies
(iii) Any complex measure defined on a σ-algebra B has a finite total variation and the vector space L 1 (B) of all complex measures on B is a Banach space with the norm of total variation. Lemma 1.7 (Half Average Inequality). For each positive d ∈ N, there exists C d > 0 (C 1 = 1, C 2 = 1/π, C 3 = 1/4 and so on) with the following property: Given a finite family {v j ∈ R d } of euclidean vectors, we can find a finite subset J ⊂ {1, · · · , n} so that
Proof. We may suppose that v j = 0. For a unit vector e, set (v j , e) + = (v j , e)∨0, which is a continuous function of e. In view of the inequality 
Here v * , φ denotes a complex semi-measure v * (φ(A)) (A ∈ B). A semi-measure is said to be bounded (resp. strongly bounded) if |φ| (resp. |||φ|||) is bounded. We say that |φ| is squeezing if lim n→∞ |φ|(A n ) = 0 for any disjoint sequence {A n } n≥1 in B. (ii) A V -valued strongly bounded semi-measure φ defined on a σ-algebra is countably additive if |||φ||| is countably additive.
(iii) The semi-variation of a V -valued semi-measure is monotone, subadditive; |φ|(A) ≤ |φ|(A ∪ B) ≤ |φ|(A) + |φ|(B) for A, B ∈ B, and satisfies the inequality
Consequently the range of a semi-measure φ is a bounded subset of V if and only if φ is bounded, i.e., |φ|(S) < ∞.
(iv) A semi-measure is bounded if it is squeezing. In particular, measures are bounded.
(v) A semi-measure φ is squeezing if and only if so is |φ|.
Proof. (i) ∼ (iii) are consequences of definitions by standard arguments. (iv): Assume that |φ|(B) = ∞ for some B ∈ B. Then, given any r > 0, we can find A ⊂ B in B such that φ(A) ≥ r and φ(B \ A) ≥ r. In fact, if we
. By a squeezing argument, we obtain a decreasing sequence {A n } n≥1 in B satisfying |φ|(A n ) = ∞ and φ(A n+1 ) ≥ 1 + φ(A n ) for n ≥ 1. Thus, the squeezing property is violated for the disjoint sequence {A n \ A n+1 } n≥1 .
(v): This is a consequence of (iii). The if part is trivial, whereas the only if part is checked as follows: If |φ| is not squeezing, there exist a disjoint sequence {B n } and δ > 0 such that |φ|(B n ) ≥ δ for n ≥ 1. Then, thanks to the π-inequality, we can find A n ⊂ B n in B so that |φ|(B n ) ≤ π φ(A n ) + 1/n, which denies lim n→∞ φ(A n ) = 0. Lemma 1.10.
Proof.
From the first inequality, |v Let φ : B → V be a semi-measure. For a simple function f : S → C, i.e., a function with f (S) a finite set, we note that
. Here [f = z] = {s ∈ S; f (s) = z}. By subpartitioning and regrouping, the correspondence f → φ(f ) is linear and the above lemma means φ = |φ|(S). Therefore, if |φ|(S) < ∞, φ is continuously extended to the uniform closure C(B) of the set of simple functions. Note that C(B) is a commutative C*-algebra. When B is a σ-algebra, C(B) is the set of bounded measurable functions and the obvious pairing
* . Conversely, any bounded linear map φ : C(B) → V arises in this way. Thus bounded semi-measures form a Banach space with respect to the norm φ = |φ|(S).
A sequence {f n } n≥1 of complex-valued functions on S is said to σ-converge to a function f on S if {f n } is uniformly bounded and lim n→∞ f n (s) = f (s) for every s ∈ S. Let B σ be the σ-algebra generated by B. Then C(B σ ) is minimal among sets which contain C(B) and have the property of being closed under σ-convergence. A V -valued measure φ on a σ-algebra B is σ-continuous in the sense that, if f n ∈ C(B) σ-converges to f ∈ C(B), then φ(f n ) → φ(f ) in the weak topology.
Consider a set Λ of complex semi-measures on a Boolean algebra B and assume that it is bounded in the sense that sup{|λ|(S); λ ∈ Λ} < ∞. We introduce then a bounded linear map φ Λ :
we see that |φ Λ |(A) = sup{|λ|(A); λ ∈ Λ} for A ∈ B. In particular,
Here we set |Λ| = {|λ|; λ ∈ Λ}, which is again a bounded set of semi-measures in view of the π-inequality.
Proposition 1.12. Consider the following conditions on a bounded set Λ of complex semi-measures on a Boolean algebra B.
(i) φ Λ is squeezing.
(ii) φ Λ is a measure.
(iii) φ |Λ| is squeezing.
(iv) φ |Λ| is a measure.
(i) and (iii) are equivalent. If B is a σ-algebra and Λ consists of complex measures, all the conditions (i) ∼ (iv) are equivalent.
Proof. (ii) =⇒ (i) and (iv) =⇒ (iii) are trivial, whereas (i) follows from (iii) in view of |λ(A)| ≤ |λ|(A) and (iii) =⇒ (iv) is a special case of (i) =⇒ (ii).
(i) =⇒ (ii): If φ Λ is not countably additive, we have a disjoint sequence {A n } in B and δ > 0 such that φ Λ (⊔ n≥m A n ) ≥ δ for all m ≥ 1. Then we can inductively find a sequence λ m ∈ Λ and a subsequence n 1 < n 2 < · · · so that
and violates the squeezing property of φ Λ .
(i) =⇒ (iii): If φ |Λ| is not squeezing, we have a disjoint sequence {B n } in B and δ > 0 such that φ |Λ| (B n ) ≥ δ. We can therefore find a sequence λ n ∈ Λ so that |λ n |(B n ) ≥ δ/2 and then, by the π-inequality, a sequence
and denies the squeezing property of φ Λ . Definition 1.13. Let µ be a finite positive semi-measure on a Boolean-algebra B. A vector semi-measure φ on B is said to be µ-continuous
Theorem 1.14 (Pettis1938). Suppose that both of φ and µ are measures (B being a σ-algebra necessarily). Then φ is µ-continuous if and only if µ(A) = 0 (A ∈ B) implies φ(A) = 0.
Proof. We follow [DU] §I.2. By taking the composition with the canonical embedding V → ℓ ∞ (V * 1 ), we may suppose that φ = φ Λ , where Λ = {v
. If φ is not µ-continuous, there exists δ > 0 and a sequence A n ∈ B such that φ(A n ) ≥ δ for n ≥ 1 and
From the latter inequality, µ(B m ) ↓ 0, i.e., µ(∩B m ) = 0. From the former inequality, we have
Since φ Λ is a measure, φ |Λ| is also a measure by Proposition 1.12 and the limit m → ∞ is applied to get φ |Λ| (∩B m ) ≥ δ. Therefore we can find a functional
Theorem 1.15 (Doubrovsky1947). Let Λ be a bounded set of complex measures on a σ-algebra B.
Proof. This is [DH], Theorem I.2.4. We first establish a kind of compactness of a bounded Λ: Given any ǫ > 0, we can find a finite subset F ⊂ Λ such that if A ∈ B satisfies |λ|(A) = 0 for λ ∈ F , then |λ|(A) ≤ ǫ for any λ ∈ Λ.
If not, there exists δ > 0 such that for any F ⋐ Λ, we can find A ∈ B satisfying |λ|(A) = 0 for any λ ∈ F but |ν|(A) ≥ δ for some ν ∈ Λ. Then we can inductively choose a sequence λ n and A n ∈ B so that |λ 1 |(A n ) = · · · = |λ n |(A n ) = 0 and |λ n+1 |(A n ) ≥ δ for n ≥ 1. Let B m = ∪ n≥m A n be a decreasing sequence and set Now we use the boundedness of Λ again to construct a control measure µ over Λ. For each n ≥ 1, choose F n ⋑ Λ so that λ∈Fn |λ|(A) = 0 with A ∈ B implies |λ|(A) ≤ 1/n for any λ ∈ Λ. Then the positive measure µ n = λ∈Fn |λ| satisfies µ n (A) ≤ |F n ||φ Λ |(A) for A ∈ B and, if we define
it is a positive finite measure on B with the property µ(A) ≤ |φ Λ |(A). Assume that µ(A) = 0. Then from µ n (A) = 0, |λ|(A) ≤ 1/n for any λ ∈ Λ and any n ≥ 1, i.e., |λ|(A) = 0. Thanks to the Pettis theorem, this means the µ-continuity of φ Λ . Corollary 1.16 (Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz1955). For a vector measure φ on a σ-algebra, we can find a finite positive measure µ so that φ is µ-continuous and µ is majorized by |φ|.
Proof. Apply the theorem to Λ = {v * φ; v * ∈ V * 1 }, which is bounded by Proposition 1.9 (iv).
Recall that countable additivity of a semi-measure µ : B → [0, ∞) is equivalent to the condition that, if A n ↓ ∅ in B, then µ(A n ) ↓ 0. Let B σ be the σ-algebra generated by B. The classical extension theorem 4 says that, if a finite positive semi-measure on B is countably additive, it is uniquely extended to a positive measure on B σ . In the framework of Daniell integral (see [12] for example), this can be explained in the following fashion: Let L be the vector lattice of real-valued simple functions on the base set S. Then a semi-measure µ can be interpreted as a positive linear functional L → R, which is also denoted by µ.
together with the continuity of µ imply lim n µ(f n ) ≤ ǫµ(S). Thus, µ is continuous as a linear functional and we can apply the whole construction of Daniell integral to get a measure extension to B σ .
Lemma 1.17. Let µ be a finite positive measure on B σ and embed
Proof. Since any sequential convergence in mean implies almost all convergence by passing to a subsequence, B σ (more precisely {1 B ; B ∈ B σ }) is closed in L 1 (S, µ) (pointwise convergence of {0, 1}-valued functions produce {0, 1}-valued functions). In view of 1 A∩B = 1 A 1 B and the dominated convergence theorem, on sees that the closure of B (more precisely {1 B ; B ∈ sB}) in L 1 (S, µ) provides a σ-algebra and hence coincides with B σ .
Theorem 1.18 (Kluvánek1961). Let φ : B → V be a semi-measure on a Boolean algebra B. If φ is µ-continuous for some countably additive positive semi-measure µ on B, then φ is uniquely extended to a measure B σ → V on the σ-algebra B σ generated by B.
Proof. The uniqueness is as usual: Given two extensions, sets of their coincidency form a σ-algebra containing B, whence extensions coincide on the whole B σ . For the existence, first note that µ is extended to a measure by the classical extension theorem, which is again denoted by µ. From the previous lemma, a complete (pseudo)metric on B σ is defined by d(A, B)
) is the completion of (B, d). In view of the inequality
φ is uniformly continuous with respect to d, which admits therefore a continuous extension φ to (B σ , d). Now φ is countably additive thanks to the d-continuity: finite additivity of φ goes over to that of φ and monotone convergence assures the σ-additivity.
Cross Norms
This is a very old but still developing subject and there are lots of references to be mentioned. We nominate, however, just [Raymond 1973 ] and [Diesel 1985] here to follow them.
Given Banach spaces X and Y , let B(X, Y ) be the Banach space of bounded bilinear forms on X × Y and L(X, Y ) be the Banach space of bounded linear maps of X into Y . There are natural identifications L(X,
Recall that a (semi)norm on the algebraic tensor product X ⊗ Y is called a cross (semi)norm if it satisfies x ⊗ y = x y .
The obvious bilinear map X × Y → B(X * , Y * ) gives rise to a linear map
, which is injective. In fact, let z = l x l ⊗ y l ∈ X ⊗ Y and express z = 1≤j≤m,1≤k≤n z j,k e j ⊗ f k with {e j } ⊂ X and {f k } ⊂ Y linearly independent. The dual bases {e * j } and {f * k } are continuous on finite-dimensional subspaces and can be extended to bounded linear functionals. We then have z j,k = z(e * j , f * k ). Thus the norm on B(X * , Y * ) induces a cross norm on X ⊗ Y , which is denoted by · B(X * ,Y * ) .
In the embedding
and a similar expression holds with the role of X and Y exchanged. There is another natural way to get a cross norm on
The inequality ≤ is clear. To get the reverse inequality, we first notice that the right hand side defines a seminorm · inf on X ⊗ Y . Let ϕ : X ⊗ Y → C be a · inf -bounded linear functional with its dual norm denoted by ϕ . Then the associated bilinear functional f (x, y) = ϕ(x ⊗ y) satisfies f ≤ ϕ , whence
The bilinear map Φ : Example 2.1. Let X be a Hilbert space. X ⊗X * → B(X * , X * * ) = B(X * , X) = L(X, X) is an embedding as finite rank operators on X and X⊗X * corresponds to the compact operator algebra C(X), whereas the norm of B(X, X * ) * = L(X, X * * ) * = L(X, X) * on X ⊗ X * is realized by the trace norm on finite rank operators and X⊗Y is identified with the trace ideal
In connection with tensor product measures, we introduce two more cross norms · r and · l according to H. Jacobs:
It is immediate to show that these are seminorms. Clearly these are majorized by the largest cross norm and
shows that these majorize the lower cross norm. Consequently · l and · r are in fact cross norms. In general, these two norms are different and their arithmetic mean gives another cross norm, which is denoted by · m . Proof. Recall that ϕ and ψ are bounded (Proposition 1.9) and satisfy 
If we write C = i∈I A i × B i with A i and set ∆ = {i ∈ I; ν(B i ) ≥ δ}, then the inequalities k∈∆ δµ(
Now, in the obvious inequality
if we put β k = α k ψ(B k ) , then |β k | ≤ ǫ for k ∈ ∆ and |β k | ≤ ψ for k ∈ ∆, which are used to get
By symmetry, we have φ(C) r ≤ ǫ( ϕ + ψ ) as well and finally get φ(C) m ≤ ǫ( ϕ + ψ ).
Corollary 2.3 (Duchon-Kluvánek1967). Tensor product measures are defined with respect to the least cross norm.
To get further information on tensor product measures, we look into cross norms of ℓ p -sequences in a Banach space X. Let ℓ 0 ⊂ ℓ p (1 ≤ p < ∞) be a dense subspace consisting of all finite sequences. Then ℓ p ⊗X contains the algebraic tensor product ℓ 0 ⊗ X as a dense subspace and, for n δ n ⊗ x n ∈ ℓ 0 ⊗ X, the lower norm in L(X * , ℓ p ) and L(ℓ q , X) (1/p + 1/q = 1) is evaluated by
Here is also an intermediate cross norm defined by
We say that a sequence (x n ) ∈ X is strongly (resp. weakly) p-summable if
The set ℓ p s (X) of strongly p-summable sequences is a Banach space and identified with the completion (denoted by ℓ p ⊗ p X) of ℓ p ⊗ X with respect to the intermediate cross norm · p .
Example 2.4.
(i) For p = 1, the equality ℓ 1 s (X) = ℓ 1 ⊗X holds because · 1 on ℓ 1 ⊗ X coincides with the maximal cross norm. In fact, for ϕ ∈ B(ℓ 1 , X),
which shows that the maximal cross norm is majorized by the cross norm · 1 .
(ii) Let p = 2 and consider the case X = ℓ 2 . Since the norm · 2 on ℓ
Given finite sequences {x j } in X and {λ j } of scalars, the Hölder's inequality for the exponents 1/p = 1/q + 1/r is applied to obtain
If we choose λ j so that
i.e., λ j = φx j q/r , then we have (φx j ) q = (λ j φx j ) p / (λ j ) r , which is combined with above inequality to get the inequality (φx j ) q ≤ ℓ p (φ) (x j ) q,w .
Proposition 2.9. The inclusion map ℓ 1 → ℓ 2 is 1-summing.
Proof. First recall the lower Khintchine's inequality of the following form: There
Here {r k (t)} k≥1 denotes the Rademacher functions. The Khintchine's inequality is then applied to
Since (r k (t)) belongs to the unit ball of ℓ ∞ = (ℓ 1 ) * for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the integrand is estimated as
and we finally obtain (
Proof. We need to show that every φ ∈ L 2 (X, Y ) belongs to L 1 (X, Y ). Since φ is then in the Hilbert-Schmidt class, the spectral decomposition followed by polar decomposition of φ reduces the problem to the case X = Y = ℓ 2 and φ is a multiplication operator by a sequence (φ n ) ∈ ℓ 2 . Then the image of φ is included in ℓ 1 so that φ :
Thus φ is realized as a bounded linear map ℓ 2 → ℓ 1 followed by the inclusion map ℓ 1 → ℓ 2 and we see that Proof. We first rewrite the definition of · l slightly. For z = j x j ⊗y j ∈ X⊗Y , we have sup{
and hence
where the infimum is taken over possible expressions j x j ⊗ y j of z ∈ X ⊗ Y . Suppose that ϕ l < ∞. Given a finite sequence {x j } 1≤j≤n in X and
Since the first and the last expressions are independent of the choice of y j , we can take the limit ǫ → 0 to have j φ(x j ) ≤ ϕ l j δ j ⊗ x j ⊗ , which shows that φ is 1-summing and ϕ l ≤ ℓ 1 (φ) . To get the reverse inequality, assume that φ is 1-summing and, for z = x j ⊗ y j ∈ X ⊗ Y , estimate as
By taking infimum over possible expressions j x j ⊗ y j = z, we get |ϕ(z)| ≤
Corollary 2.12. For Hilbert spaces V and W , the Banach space space V ⊗ l W is topologically equal to the Hilbert space V ⊗ W . Consequently, the tensor product semi-measure ϕ ⊗ ψ :
* * , which is nothing but the ordinary Hilbert space tensor product V ⊗ W as the dual of the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Now we can state and prove a theorem of our main concern in this notes. The following is mostly contained in Swartz1976, but not whole. Also, relevant ingredients for the proof is scattered over variours papers by many researchers. So, we shall try here to show a minimal route for access.
A semi-measure φ on a Boolean algebra B with values in a Hilbert space is said to be orthogonal if φ(A) ⊥ φ(B) whenever A ∩ B = ∅ in B. The semi-variation of an orthogonal semi-measure φ takes an especially simple form: |φ|(A) = φ(A) for A ∈ B, which is not additive unless φ is supported by an atomic set in B but always bounded with φ = φ(S) . As a result of boundedness, φ is squeezing. In fact, if A n and φ(A n ) ≥ δ for all n ≥ 1, then
Lemma 2.13. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and T be a positive operator on H. Then we can find orthogonal measures ξ, η : 2 N → H satisfying ξ = 1 = η and (ξ|T η) = T 2 .
Here the complex semi-measure (ξ|T η) on 2 N ⊗ 2 N ⊂ 2 N×N is specified by (ξ|T η)(A × B) = (ξ(A)|T η(B)) for A, B ∈ 2 N and T 2 denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm of T .
Proof. Since the Boolean algebra 2 N ⊗ 2 N is atomic,
We now restrict ξ and η to be supported by the set {1, 2, . . . , dim H} ⊂ N and choose orthonormal bases {e j } and {f j } in H so that ξ j = ξ j e j and η j = η j f j for 1 ≤ j ≤ dim H. Then, under the condition ξ = η = 1, orthogonal measures ξ and η are compactly parametrized and the problem is reduced to showing that T 2 is realized as
for some orthonomal bases {e j }, {f k } of H. Here [e|T f ] denotes the operator norm of the matrix [e|T f ] = (|(e j |T f k )|). Let T = 1≤j≤dim H t j |g j )(g j | be a spectral expression with {g j } an orthonormal basis. If we set f j = g j , then |(e j |T f k )| = |(e j |g k )|t k and (e j |g k ) can be any unitary matrix, which allows us to choose (e j |g k ) = e 2πijk/n / √ n and get
with the norm of the last matrix equal to (t 1 , · · · , t n ) = t 2 1 + · · · + t 2 n .
Remark 1. For a real Hilbert space of dim H = 2 m , the conclusion of Lemma remains true by taking (e j |e k ) to be the m-times tensor product of two-dimensional reflection (or rotation) matrix by an angle π/4 as utilized in [Dudley-Pakula1972] .
Theorem 2.14. Let T : H → K be a bounded linear map between Hilbert spaces. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) Given an H-valued measure ξ on A and a K-valued measure η on B, the semi-measure (ξ|T η) on A ⊗ B is extended to a complex measure on A ⊗ σ B.
(ii) Given a T H-valued orthogonal measure ξ on 2 N and a ker(T ) ⊥ -valued orthogonal measure η on 2 N , the semi-measure (ξ|T η) on 2 N ⊗ 2 N is bounded.
(iii) T is in the Hilbert-Schmidt class.
Proof. (iii) =⇒ (i) has been already established (Corollary 2.12), whereas (i) =⇒ (ii) is due to Proposition 1.9 (iv). So we focus on (ii) =⇒ (iii). For this, we first notice that, for isometries U : H → H ′ and V : K → K ′ , operators T and V T U * share the validity of (ii) in common, so we may assume that H = K and T ≥ 0 with a dense range by polar decomposition. Let E be a projection in H. Then ET E is injective on EH (ET Eξ = 0 implies T 1/2 Eξ = 0 and threfore Eξ = 0) and, if T has the property (ii), so does the reduced operator ET E on EH.
We now assume that the positive operator T with a trivial kernel is not in the Hilbert-Schmidt class. Then we can find a decomposition of the identity operator into a sequence of mutually orthogonal infinite-dimensional projections {E n } so that E n T = T E n and E n T E n is not in the Hilbert-Schmidt class. (If σ(T ) is not a finite set, we can take E n to be spectral projections of T according to a partition of σ(T ) by countably many subsets. Otherwise, T has an eigenvalue t > 0 of infinite multiplicity and take a decomposition [T = t] = E n with the spectral projection [T = t] added to, say, E 1 .) With these preparatory discussions, we extract the essence of [Dudley-Pakula1972] as follows. Let (ǫ n ) ∈ ℓ 2 with ǫ n > 0 be any auxiliary sequence. Since (E n T E n ) 2 is not in the trace class, i,j∈In (e n,i |T e n,j )(e n,j |T e n,i ) = ∞ for an ONB {e n,i } i∈In of E n H and we can choose a finite subset F n ⊂ I n so that i,j∈Fn (e n,i |T e n,j )(e n,j |T e n,i ) ≥ 1/ǫ 4 n . Let P n be the projection to i∈Fn Ce n,i . Then the finite-dimensional P n ≤ E n satisfies P n T P n 2 ≥ 1/ǫ 2 n and we apply Lemma 2.13 to find measures ξ n , η n : 2 N → P n H fulfilling ξ n = η n = ǫ n and (ξ n |T η n ) = ǫ 2 n P n T P n 2 ≥ 1 for each n ≥ 1. Introduce orthogonal measures ξ, η : 2 N×N → H by ξ(A) = n ξ n (A n ) for A ∈ 2 N×N with A n = {k ∈ N; (k, n) ∈ A} so that ξ 2 = n ǫ 2 n < ∞, and similarly for η. |(ξ n (k)|E n T E n η n (l))| = n (ξ n |T η n ) , which diverges because of (ξ n |T η n ) ≥ 1 and the property (ii) fails to be satisfied by T .
A Khintchine's Inequalities
The following is based on [6, Appendix C]. Let s n be an independent sequence of random variables with the property µ(s n = ±1) = 1/2 for every n ≥ 1.
Example A.1. Let Ω = ∞ 1 {±1} with the product probability measure µ of equal weights. The random variable s n is then obtained by extracting the n-th component of ω ∈ Ω.
If we apply the binary expansion to the interval [0, 1], the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] is identified with the product measure of equal weights on ∞ 1 {0, 1}, which is further identified with ∞ 1 {±1} by the correspondence (1, −1) ↔ (0, 1). The random variable s n is then identified with a measurable function r n on [0, 1]. Its explicit form is the following: Let a periodic function r 1 : R → {±1} of period 1 be defined by r 1 (t) = 1 (0 ≤ t < 1/2) r 1 = −1 (1/2 ≤ t < 1) and set r n (t) = r 1 (2 n−1 t). The functions r n are referred to as Rademacher functions.
For 1 ≤ p < ∞, consider a linear map K p : ℓ 1 ∋ a = (a n ) → K p a = n a n s n ∈ L p (Ω, µ). Due to the oscillating sum effect, the obvious boundedness of this map can be improved so that it splits through the inclusion ℓ 1 ⊂ ℓ 2 , i.e., C p = sup{ K p (a) p ; a 2 = 1} can be finite. Khintchine's inequalities assert more strongly that the closure of K p ℓ 1 in L p (Ω, µ) is topologically isomorphic to ℓ 2 .
Example A.2.
(i) For the case p = 2,
(ii) For 1 ≤ p < 2, let q > 2 be defined by 1/p = 1/2 + 1/q. By Hölder's inequality, f p ≤ 1 q f 2 = f 2 for f ∈ L p (Ω, µ) and then, by duality,
, where p ′ > 2 is the dual exponent of p. Now we observe that K p a p ≤ K 2 a 2 = a 2 for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 and a 2 = K 2 a 2 ≤ K p a p for 2 ≤ p < ∞.
